
MIRROR WRITING ALPHABET GAME

Creating a backward letter guide can help you easily practice writing the letters in reverse. To do this, grab a piece of
paper, and write out each letter of the.

At the behavioural level, when children write the characters from memory, they must give them an orientation.
Is one kind of writing tool easier to use this way than another? Decoding Tip Would you like to know one of
the methods cryptologists people who work with codes use to decode messages written in simple codes like
this? No one knows the true reason Leonardo used mirror writing, though several possibilities have been
suggested: He was trying to make it harder for people to read his notes and steal his ideas. Is there any letter
that is the same when the alphabet is reversed? And some paediatricians or occupational therapists today still
have no answer other that suggest thwarted left-handedness or a bad lateralization in the child, neither of
which are supported by our research on typical developing children. If Your Child Confuses b with d While
Reading If your child mistakes a b for a d while reading, refer back to the tactile surface activity and air
writing that you did together. Generating Hypotheses From the evidence gathered so far, write down why you
think Leonardo wrote backwards. There can also be vertical mirror writing, which look correct if we look at
them in a mirror placed below or above. Why or why not? On the contrary, we will see here how the
horizontal mirror writing of the characters is explained by the culture, within the constraints imposed by the
cerebral processing. Simultaneously, write backwards with the usual writing hand while writing forwards with
the opposite hand. But this is not so because such an origin of reversal would lead children to double mirror
writing â€” reversed both horizontally and vertically see Figure 1. But there's some bad news about this code.
Feel free to come up with ideas for experiments to test some of these hypotheses. Make sure they understand
what we mean by writing backwards. Further Thought Not all languages are normally written from left to
right. Write a message using Leonardo's mysterious backwards mirror writing style. Author provided Mirror
writing entered the scientific literature with an article of the German neurologist Alfred Buchwald in in
German, mirror writing is called Spiegelschrift , but over the following years the explanations for the
phenomenon were not only insufficient but also often wrong. Have your child use lined paper so it is clear
where the circle is in relation to the stick. They may read the word bad as dab, or fad as fab.


